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1 System Overview
The Mentor-lite prototype has been developed within the
research project "Architecture, Configuration, and Ad-
ministration of Large Workflow Management Systems"
funded by the German Science Foundation (DFG). It has
evolved from its predecessor Mentor [1], but aims at a
simpler architecture. The main goal of Mentor-lite has
been to build a light-weight, extensible, and tailorable
workflow management system (WFMS) with small foot-
print and easy-to-use administration capabilities. Our
approach is to provide only kernel functionality inside the
workflow engine, and consider system components like
history management and worklist management as exten-
sions on top of the kernel. The key point to retain the
light-weight nature is that these extensions are imple-
mented as workflows themselves.

The workflow specifications are interpreted at run-
time, which is a crucial prerequisite for flexible exception
handling and dynamic modifications during runtime. The
interpreter performs a stepwise execution of the workflow
specification according to its formal semantics. For each
step, the activities to be performed by the step are deter-
mined and started.

Mentor-lite supports a protocol for distributed execu-
tion of workflows spread across multiple workflow en-
gines. This support is crucial for workflows that span
large, decentralized enterprises with largely autonomous
organizational units or even cross multiple enterprises to
form so-called “virtual enterprises”. A communication
manager is responsible for sending and receiving synchro-
nization messages between the engines. In order to guar-
antee a consistent global state even in the presence of site
or network failures, we have built reliable message queues
using the CORBA Object Transaction Services.

For administration, Mentor-lite provides a Java-based
workbench for workflow design, workflow partitioning
across multiple workflow servers, and a Java-based run-
time monitoring tool.

2 The Auto-Configuration Tool
A distributed configuration of Mentor-lite consists of
different workflow servers (i.e., instances of the workflow

engine), application servers, and one communication
server (i.e., ORB). Each server of the first two categories
can be dedicated to a specified set of workflow activities
and invoked applications, resp., on a per type basis. Each
of these dedicated servers and also the communication
server can be replicated across multiple computers for
enhanced performance and availability. Given this flexi-
bility, it is a difficult problem to choose an appropriate
configuration for the entire WFMS that meets all require-
ments with regard to throughput, interaction response
time, and availability.

To this end, we have developed an auto-configuration
tool that is driven by statistics on the workload from the
monitoring tool of Mentor-lite. It can feed this information
into its underlying analytic models [2] to assess a hypo-
thetical configuration in a what-if analysis. By systematic
variation of the parameters for such hypothetical configu-
rations the tool is also able to derive the (analytically) best
configuration, i.e., the minimum degree of replication of
each of the involved server types to meet given availabil-
ity and performance or performability goals, and recom-
mend appropriate reconfigurations. The tool is largely
independent of a specific WFMS, using product-specific
stubs for its various components that need to interact with
the WFMS. The components of the configuration tool and
its embedding into the overall system environment are
illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 :  Overview of the auto-configuration tool
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